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1 The data set and the method

In this doument, I report the results of the alibration of the on-axis and o�-axis PSF

using in orbit data onerning the PN amera.

The data set inludes 110 observations taken both in the ommissioning phase and in

the alibration and performane veri�ation phase. Data inlude observations performed

in di�erent operating modes (Full Frame, Double Node, Large Window, Small Window)

with di�erent �lters. The o�-axis angles of the observed soures range from 0.21 to 9.55

armin but most of them are nearly on-axis, within

<

�

2 armin.

In order to study the dependene on energy of the PSF, we divided the whole spetral

range [0-12 keV℄ in di�erent intervals: [200-400℄, [400-800℄, [800-1200℄, [1200-2400℄, [2400-

5000℄, [5000-8000℄, [8000-12000℄ eV, orresponding to mean energies 0.3, 0.6, 1, 1.8, 3.7,

6.5, 10 keV.

All the observations have been �ltered in order to have \leaned" event lists, where

bright/dark pixels/olumns have been removed and the events assoiated to the soft

protons have been disarded. For all the runs, only monopixels have been onsidered.

In order to build the radially averaged pro�le of eah soure of the sample for eah

seleted energy range, the same proedures used for the MOS PSF alibration have been

adopted. The method and the algorithms have been extensively desribed in the re-

port onerning the MOS alibration: http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/dos/douments/CAL-

TN-0022-1-0.ps.gz. All the analysis proedures are developed in IDL language.

In order to make a diret omparison with the MOS results, we built the images and

the radial pro�les of the PN PSF using a pixel size of 1:1

00

. Suh pixel size is smaller

than the PN physial one, being the PN pixel 4:1

00

wide. Correspondingly, the PSF radial

pro�les are expeted to be at in the inner 3-4 bins. The \physial maropixels" are

learly visible in the images (see Fig. 1 as an example) built with a binsize = 1:1

00

.

Before analyzing in detail the results, we an immediately outline some di�erenes

with respet the MOS ase.

� Unlike the MOS, the PN pixel size is not muh smaller than the expeted width of

the PSF. Correspondingly, the determination of the ore radius is quite triky.

� A substantial di�erene between the MOS and the PN ameras is the importane of

the pile-up e�et. In spite of the larger pixel size, whih should enhane the e�et

of pile-up, the frame time for the PN is muh shorter with respet to the MOS

one. This indues a strong redution of the pile-up in PN observations with respet

to MOS. In addition, the large pixel size produes a spread of the events on the
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Figure 1: A PSF image with pixel size of 1.1 arse. The larger (4.1 arse) physial

pixels an be reognized in the image.

whole entral pixels. As a onsequene, the pile-up e�et is strongly redued in PN

measurements and in no ases do we observe the entral holes present in the MOS

strongly piled-up pro�les.

� The determination of the entroid is more unertain in the PN analysis. This is due

to the PN large pixel size and it is partiularly true for the Small Window mode,

where, if the soure is not entered in the window (as in the most of ases) only few

tens of pixels an be used to �nd the entroid.

� Lastly, the PN has a quite large e�etive area. Correspondingly the data have

in general a very good statistis, providing a good determination of the best �t

parameters.

Following the results oming from MOS PSF alibration, we used a King + bkg funtion

PSF = A

8
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>
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: (1)

to represent the radially averaged PSF pro�le. The bkg onstant desribes the bakground.

The ore radius r



and the slope � are funtions of the energy and of the o�-axis angle.
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2 Results

By using the proedures adopted for the MOS PSF alibration, two sets (r



and �) of

best �t parameters orresponding to di�erent seleted energies and o�-axis angles have

been derived.

Before desribing the results, we briey outline the expeted behavior of both these

shape parameters with the energy and the o�-axis angle. The ore radius is expeted

to derease when the energy inreases, beause the photons with higher energy will be

reeted and foused only by the inner shells of the X{ray telesope. The redued number

of involved shells diminishes the soure of \dispersion"; furthermore, the inner shells are

probably less irregular. Both these e�ets improve the ability of fousing by the telesope

with inreasing energy. Unlike the ore, whih beomes smaller when moving towards

higher energies, the wings should beome broader as energy inreases. This is expeted

as high energy photons have a wavelength nearer to the roughness size of the telesope

shells than low energy photons, with an enhaned probability of sattering proesses. This

e�et gives prominene to the wings of the PSF, whih beome, for higher energies, more

important. Consequently, the slope parameter � should derease with inreasing energy.

When moving o�-axis, in general, the shape of the PSF will be distorted. Nevertheless,

in this analysis we onsider radially averaged pro�les and the distortions are negleted.

Moreover, for large o�-axis angles, the telesope will lose ability of fousing and the PSF

will be broadened; orrespondingly the slope should derease for inreasing o�-axis angles.

In the following paragraph (x2.1), I will analyze the behavior of the ore radius and

of the slope versus energy and o�-axis angle, separately. In x2.2, instead, r



and �

are onsidered as 2-d funtions of both energy and o�-axis angles and the analytial

modelization of these parameters will be provided. In x2.3, I will disuss the reliability of

the �nal output model and I will de�ne the range of appliation, i.e., those energies and

o�-axis angles for whih the model an be applied. In x2.4, the Enirled Energy Fration

is studied.

2.1 The ore radius and the slope as a funtion of the energy and of the

o�-axis angle

In this paragraph we study the ore radius and the slope as funtions of the energy and

of the o�-axis angle separately, when the other variable is �xed.

In Fig. 2, I plotted some examples of ore radius (left olumn) and of the slope (right

olumn) versus energy, at three di�erent o�-axis angles. The ore radius is in arse and

the energy is in keV. O�-axis angles are in armin.
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Figure 2: King ore radius (left olumn) and King slope (right olumn) vs. energy (keV)

for some o�-axis angles. The solid lines refer to the 2-d �t (see x2.2).
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Figure 3: King ore radius (left olumn) and King slope (right olumn) vs. o�-axis angle

(armin) for 0.6, 1.8 and 3.7 keV. The solid lines refer to the 2-d �t (see x2.2).
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As expeted, the ore tends to derease as energy inreases. Similarly to the MOS,

when moving towards large o�-axis angles, the number of points available is smaller, but

in any ase the trend holds. The behavior of the slope is analogous to the MOS one, with

very small variations for inreasing energy. The lines overplotted in the graphs are not

the best �t, but the result of the 2-d �t whih will be disussed in x2.2.

The best �t line does not math the data when onsidering large o�-axis angles. This

point is even more evident if we plot the ore radius and the slope as funtions of the

o�-axis angle at eah �xed energy. In Fig. 3, I plotted, for the energies 0.6, 1.8, 3.7

keV, the ore radius (in arse) and the slope in the left olumn and in the right olumn

respetively versus the o�-axis angle (in armin). Again, the 2-d �t is not able to represent

adequately the data points. In partiular, this holds for large o�-axis angles.

In both Fig. 2 and 3, we an observe that data are rather sattered and most of them

are in nearly on-axis positions, with o�-axis angles within � 2 armin. Hene, the 2-d

�t is ompletely driven by the large quantity of sattered data at small o�-axis angles,

leading to unreliable values when onsidering points o�-axis or points at high energies.

In order to �nd a reliable �t, a possible way out onsists in binning data. We bin the

o�-axis angle variable, using bins 12

00

wide. Figs. 4 and 5 show the new binned points for

o�-axis angle and for energy �xed. The solid lines are again the results of the 2-d �t. The

satter is largely redued espeially for the � parameter and the best 2-�t lines math the

data points.

We an see that the ore shows a dereasing trend with the o�-axis angle and with

energy. When onsidering larger energies, the large o�-axis angles are no longer sampled

and, as will be disussed in x2.3 for these energies, the modelization must be restrited

only to the nearly on-axis positions, where the trend seems similar to the low energies

one. Similarly to the MOS results, the slope doesn't show any signi�ant variation with

the o�-axis angle.

Before onluding this paragraph, some omments about the possible reasons of the

large satter observed in Figs. 2 and 3 are needed. Atually, it is not easy to understand

what indues suh a large satter. It ould be simply related to di�erent soures whih

ould have slightly di�erent pro�les. However, sometimes, the same soure observed at

the same onditions (o�-axis angle) shows learly di�erent behaviors. As an example we

plot in Fig. 6 the radial pro�les of two observations of LMC X-3 at 1:13

0

o�-axis angle.

Apart from some di�erenes in the behavior of the ore, (the Full Frame observation ould

be weakly a�eted of some pile-up) the two slopes have a quite di�erent steepness. This

is one of the ases ontributing to the satter of nearly on-axis points in Figs. 2 and 3.

There are several possibilities whih an explain the origin of this satter. First of all, it is
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Figure 4: King ore radius (left olumn) and King slope (right olumn) vs. energy (keV)

for some o�-axis angles with binned points. The solid lines refer to the 2-d �t (see x2.2).
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Figure 5: King ore radius (left olumn) and King slope (right olumn) vs. o�-axis angle

(armin) for 0.6, 1.8 and 3.7 keV with binned points. The solid lines refer to the 2-d �t

(see x2.2).
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Figure 6: Radial pro�les for two observation of LMC X-3 at 1:13

0

o�-axis angle.

worth to notie that we do not orret for out of time events whih an be important, and

whih have di�erent weight in di�erent operative modes. Moreover, the pile-up ould be

underestimated beause of the spreading of the events in the entral pixel. Lastly, as we

will disuss later on, the determination of the entroid an play a ruial role, espeially

in Small Window measurements.

2.2 2-D �t for the King ore radius and the slope as funtions of energy and

o�-axis angle

The two shape parameters r



and � an be studied as 2-d funtions of energy and o�-axis

angle and an be written aording to:

r



(E;�) = a+ b �E +  ��+ d � E ��; (2)

and

�(E;�) = x + y � E + z ��+ w � E ��: (3)

The �t has been performed onsidering the energy E in keV units and the o�-axis angle

� in armin units; r



is in arse. The oeÆients a and x give the order of magnitude of

r



and � respetively. The other oeÆients give the variations with energy and o�-axis

positions.

In Figs. 7 and 8 we draw the 2-d best �t for r



and � in a 3-d plot and in a ontour

plot.

The values obtained by �tting the available sets of r



and � with eqs. (2) and (3) are
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Figure 7: King ore radius as a funtion of the o�-axis angle and energy.

Figure 8: King slope as a funtion of the o�-axis angle and energy.
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Table 1: r



and � best �t aording to eqns. (2) and (3). For omparison we reported

also the results of the two MOS ameras.

PN

r



a = 6:636� 0:020 b = �0:305� 0:032  = �0:175� 0:010 d = �0:0067� 0:0185

� x = 1:525� 0:001 y = �0:015� 0:001 z = �0:012� 0:001 w = �0:0010� 0:0004

MOS 1

r



a = 5:074� 0:001 b = �0:236� 0:001  = 0:002� 0:001 d = �0:0180� 0:0006

� x = 1:472� 0:003 y = �0:010� 0:001 z = �0:001� 0:002 w = �0:0016� 0:0013

MOS 2

r



a = 4:759� 0:018 b = �0:203� 0:010  = 0:014� 0:017 d = �0:0229� 0:0133

� x = 1:411� 0:001 y = �0:005� 0:001 z = �0:001� 0:002 w = �0:0002� 0:0011

reported in Table 1. For omparison, we reported also the best �tting values for the two

MOS ameras.

In Table 2, we report also some values for the ore and the slope for the on-axis

position at three di�erent energies. Again the orresponding values for the MOS ameras

are reported for omparison.

From both Tables 1 and 2, it is evident that the PN PSF is slightly worst with respet

both the two MOS ameras,beause of a larger ore radius.

In Fig. 9, we plot some radial pro�les with the best �t urves. The best �t pro�les

are obtained by onstraining the ore and the slope to the 2-d best �t values reported in

Tables 1 and 2. We an observe that, in general, the �t lines math quite well the data. In

the panel in Fig. 9 orresponding to PKS0558, we an see that the Small Window pro�le

is distorted in the ore and in fat, the best �t line does not reprodue fairly the data,

whereas the same pro�le is suitable in desribing the other two urves. This is related to

the fat that the determination of the entroid is quite diÆult, espeially in the Small

Window mode, as pointed out previously. In the ase of PKS0558, the simultaneous �t

is ruial to �nd reliable values for r



and �. The same is not possible in all ases, e.g.

when there is only the Small Window measure. For 3C273 in Small Window (see panel

at top-right of Fig. 9), we an see that the �nal best �t line does not math very well

the data in the ore region. The ore region atually is badly determined beause of

a bad entroiding. This problem surely ontributes to produe the satter in the data
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Figure 9: Some radial pro�les at di�erent energies and o�-axis angles. The solid lines

orrespond to the best �t with r



and � �xed to the values obtained through eqs. (2) and

(3) and values in Table 1
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Table 2: r



and � best �t values for 1.5, 8, 9 keV. For omparison we reported also the

results of the two MOS ameras.

PN

r



�

1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV 1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV

6:18

00

4:18

00

3:88

00

1:50 1:40 1:39

MOS 1

r



�

1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV 1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV

4:72

00

3:18

00

2:95

00

1:46 1:39 1:38

MOS 2

r



�

1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV 1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV

4:45

00

3:13

00

2:93

00

1:40 1:37 1:36

distribution desribed previously.

2.3 Reliability of �nal output model.

Similarly to the MOS ase, data tend to disappear when moving towards high energies

and large o�-axis angles. As a matter of fat, no informations are available there, hene

the alibration for these regions is not available.

In Figs. 10 and 11, I replotted Figs. 7 and 8 with the sample data points marked

on. While the slope is well sample almost in all the plane energy-o�-axis angle, the ore

radius limits the regions where the model an be used.

Correspondingly, the eqns. (2) and (3) with values listed in Table 1 are valid only

within regions overed by asterisks in the �gures. The regions overed by the asterisks

de�ne the range of appliation of the model, and as a matter of fat, it is de�ned by

the regions where the ore radius is available. So, the high energy and high o�-axis angle

region is exluded from the range of appliation. The model annot be used there.
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Figure 10: King ore radius as a funtion of the o�-axis angle and energy. Superimposed

rosses orrespond to measured data points.

Figure 11: King slope as a funtion of the o�-axis angle and energy. Superimposed rosses

orrespond to measured data points.
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Similarly to what we did for the MOS, we divide the spae energy{o�-axis angles in

three regions. The region where data are available and reliable is marked with green and

the alibration model an be used there. The inferred parameters an not be used in the

red region orresponding to the energies and o�-axis angles where data are absent. For

the MOS ameras, also a yellow region orresponding to data with very large errors was

present. In this region, the model should be used with aution. However, this region is

not present for PN. For PN in fat, statistis is very good. Hene, where data are present,

error bars are quite small and the results are reliable. In the PN reliability plot, only the

red and the green regions are present.

Figure 12: Plot showing the reliability of the modelization of the PSF. The red region

marks the points for whih alibration measures are not available and orrespondingly

there is no alibration. The green region orresponds to those energies and o�-axis angles

for whih the alibration is well-sampled and the modelization provides a good desription

of the PSF.

2.4 Enirled Energy Fration

The Enirled Energy Fration, whih spei�es the fration f of energy olleted within

a ertain radius R is de�ned aording to:
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EEF (R) =

Z

R

0

PSF (r)rdr

Z

R

N

0

PSF (r)rdr

: (4)

For the King pro�le:

EEF (R) =

1�

1

h

1+

(

R

r



)
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��1

1�

1

h

1+

(

5

0

r



)

2

i

��1

= f : (5)

As for the MOS alibration, we �xed R

N

= 5 armin. The radius R enlosing a fration

f of energy is:

R(f ; r
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In Figs. 13 and 14, we show the radii enlosing 50% and 80% of the energy. Considering

that � is roughly onstant with energy and o�-axis angles, the main behavior ofR is similar

to that of r



. Note that, as the PSF, the EEF de�ned in eqn. (5) is valid only within the

range of appliation introdued in x2.3 and represented in Fig. 12.

In Figs. 15 and 16, we show the radius enlosing 50% and 80% of the total energy, for

the on-axis position. The radius is plotted in arse unit.

In Table 3 the values of R(50%) and R(80%) are reported for the energies 1.5, 8, 9

keV, for PN and also for MOS 1 and MOS 2 for omparison.

As for the PSF, the PN EEF is slightly worst than the MOS one. The radius enlosing

a fration f of energy is always greater for the PN.
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Figure 13: Radius enlosing 50% of energy (arse units).

Figure 14: Radius enlosing 80% of energy (arse units).
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Figure 15: Radius enlosing 50% of energy (arse units) for the on-axis position.

Figure 16: Radius enlosing 80% of energy (arse units) for the on-axis position.
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Table 3: Radii enlosing 50% and 80% of the energy at the energies of 1.5, 8, 9 keV, for

the on-axis PSF. For omparison also the orresponding MOS values are reported.

PN

R(50%) R(80%)

1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV 1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV

10:37

00

8:56

00

8:23

00

27:70

00

26:31

00

26:00

00

MOS 1

R(50%) R(80%)

1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV 1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV

8:6

00

6:7

00

6:4

00

24:5

00

21:5

00

20:9

00

MOS 2

R(50%) R(80%)

1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV 1.5 keV 8 keV 9 keV

9:1

00

7:0

00

6:6

00

27:7

00

23:1

00

22:3

00
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